Despite these achievements -and perhaps because of his almost arrogant assurance when presenting them -Morelli's method was very much criticised. It was called mechanical, or crudely positivistic, and fell into disfavour. (Though it seems likely that many who spoke disparagingly of it went on quietly using it in their own attributions.) We owe the recent revival of interest in his work to the art historian Edgar Wind, who suggests it is an example of a more modern approach to works of art, tending towards an appreciation of detail as well as of the whole. If we are to believe Wind, Morelli had become exasperated with the unthinking cult of genius so current in romantic circles in the Berlin of his youth.3 But this is unconvincing. Morelli was not tackling problems at the level of aesthetics (indeed this was held against him), but at a more basic level, closer to philology. The implications of his method lay elsewhere, and were much richer, though Wind did, as we shall see, come close to perceiving them. The art connoisseur and the detective may well be compared, each discovering, from clues unnoticed by others, the author in one case of a crime, in the other of a painting. Examples of Sherlock Holmes's skill at interpreting footprints, cigarette ash and so on are countless and well-known. But let us look at 'The Cardboard Box' (1892) for an illustration of Castelnuovo's point: here Holmes is as it were 'morellising'. The case starts with the arrival of two severed ears in a parcel sent to an innocent old lady. Here is the expert at work:
Clues
[Holmes] was staring with singular intentness at the lady's profile. Surprise and satisfaction were both for an instant to be read upon his eager face, though when she glanced round to find out the cause of his silence he had become as demure as ever. I [Watson] stared hard myself at her flat grizzled hair, her trim cap, her little gilt ear-rings, her placid features, but I could see nothing which would account for my companion's evident excitement.
Later on Holmes explains to Watson (and to the reader) the lightning course of his thoughts:
As a medical man, you are aware, Watson, that there is no part of the human body which varies so much as the human ear. Each ear is as a rule quite distinctive, and differs from all other ones. In last year's Anthropological Journal you will find two short monographs from my pen upon the subject. I had, therefore, examined the ears in the box with the eyes of an expert, and had carefully noted their anatomical peculiarities. Imagine my surprise then, when, on looking at Miss Cushing, I perceived that her ear corresponded exactly with the female ear which I had just inspected. The matter was entirely beyond coincidence. There was the same shortening of the pinna, the same broad curve of the upper lobe, the same convolution of the inner cartilage. In all essentials it was the same ear.
Of course, I at once saw the enormous importance of the observation. It was evident that the victim was a blood relation, and probably a very close one . . . 6 Long before I had any opportunity of hearing about psychoanalysis, I learnt that a Russian art-connoisseur, Ivan Lermolieff had caused a revolution in the art galleries of Europe by questioning the authorship of many pictures, showing how to distinguish copies from originals with certainty, and constructing hypothetical artists for those works of art whose former authorship had been discredited. He achieved this by insisting that attention should be diverted from the general impression and main features of a picture, and by laying stress on the significance of minor details, of things like the drawing of the fingernails, of the lobe of an ear, of halos and such unconsidered trifles which the copyist neglects to imitate and yet which every artist executes in his own characteristic way. I was then greatly interested to learn that the Russian pseudonym concealed the identity of an Italian physician called Morelli, who died in 1891. It seems to me that his method of inquiry is closely related to the technique of psychoanalysis. It, too, is accustomed to divine secret and concealed things from despised or unnoticed features, from the rubbish-heap, as it were, of our observations.'0 'The Moses of Michelangelo' was first published anonymously: Freud acknowledged it only when he included it in his collected works. Some have supposed that Morelli's taste for concealing his authorship behind pseudonyms somehow also affected Freud; and several more or less plausible attempts have been made to explain the coincidence. There is in any case no doubt that under the cloak of anonymity Freud declared, explicitly but also in a sense covertly, the considerable influence that Morelli had exercised on him long before his discovery of psychoanalysis. My adversaries are pleased to call me someone who has no understanding of the spiritual content of a work of art, and who therefore gives particular importance to external details such as the form of the hands, the ear, and even, horribile dictu [how shocking], to such rude things as fingernails. '6 Morelli could have made good use of the Virgilian tag so dear to Freud, which he chose as the epigraph for The Interpretation of Dreams, 'Flectere si nequeo Superos, Acheronta movebo' ('And if Heaven I cannot bend, then Hell shall be unleashed'). Furthermore, these marginal details were revealing, in Morelli's view, because in them the artist's subordination to cultural traditions gave way to a purely individual streak, details being repeated in a certain way 'by force of habit, almost unconsciously'. Even more than the reference to the unconscious -not exceptional in this period -what is striking here is the way that the innermost core of the artist's individuality is linked with elements beyond conscious control. 
FRA FILIPPO

ROOTS OF THE CONJECTURAL MODEL
Hunters and diviners
For thousands of years mankind lived by hunting. In the course of endless pursuits hunters learned to construct the appearance and movements of an unseen quarry through its tracks -prints in soft ground, snapped twigs, droppings, snagged hairs or feathers, smells, puddles, threads of saliva. They learnt to sniff, to observe, to give meaning and context to the slightest trace. They learnt to make complex calculations in an instant, in shadowy wood or treacherous clearing.
Successive generations of hunters enriched and passed on this inheritance of knowledge. We have no verbal evidence to set beside their rock paintings and artefacts, but we can turn perhaps to the folk tale, which sometimes carries an echo -faint and distorted -of what those far-off hunters knew. Three brothers (runs a story from the middle east told among Khirgiz, Tartars, Jews, Turks and so on)20 meet a man who has lost a camel (or sometimes it is a horse). At once they describe it to him: it's white, and blind in one eye; under the saddle it carries two skins, one full of oil, the other of wine. They must have seen it? No, they haven't seen it. So they're accused of theft and brought to be judged. There follows the triumph of the brothers: they immediately show how from the barest traces they were able to reconstruct the appearance of an animal they'd never set eyes on.
The three brothers, even if they are not described as hunters, are clearly carriers of the hunters' kind of knowledge, their lore. Its characteristic feature was that it permitted the leap from apparently insignificant facts, which could be observed, to a complex reality which -directly at least -could not. And these facts would be ordered by the observer in such a way as to provide a narrative sequence -at its simplest, 'someone passed this way'. Perhaps indeed the idea of a narrative, as opposed to spell or exorcism or invocation, originated in a hunting society, from the experience of interpreting tracks. Obviously this is speculation, but it might be reinforced by the way that even now terms used in the grammatical deciphering of speech draw on hunters' methods -the part for the whole, the cause for the effect -relating to the narrative pole of metonymy (as defined in a well-known essay by Jakobson)2I and excluding the alternative pole of metaphor. The hunter could have been the first 'to tell a story' because only hunters knew how to read a coherent sequence of events from the silent (though not imperceptible) signs left by their prey. This 'deciphering' and 'reading' of the animals' tracks is metaphorical. But it is worth trying to understand it literally, as the verbal distillation of a historical process leading, though across a very long time-span, towards the invention of writing. The same connection is suggested in a Chinese tradition explaining the origins of writing, according to which it was invented by a high official who had remarked the footprints of deer in a sandy riverbank.22 Or abandoning the realms of myth and hypothesis for that of documented history, there are undoubtedly striking analogies between the model we have been developing for hunters, and the model implicit in the texts of Mesopotamian divination, which date from at least 3,000 years BC.23 Both require minute examination of the real, however trivial, to uncover the traces of events which the observer cannot directly experience. Droppings, footprints, hairs, feathers, in the one case; animals' innards, drops of oil in water, stars, involuntary movements, in the other. It is true that the second group, unlike the first, could be extended indefinitely, since the Mesopotamian diviners read signs of the future in more or less anything. But to our eyes another difference matters more: the fact that divination pointed towards the future, while the hunters' deciphering was of what had actually happened, even if very recently. Yet in terms of understanding, the approach in each case was much alike; the intellectual stages -analysis, comparison, classification -identical, at least in theory. But only of course in theory: the social contexts were quite different. In particular, it has been observed that the invention of writing must have had a great effect on Mesopotamian divination.24 It gave the gods (besides divinity and their other advantages) the power of communication with their subjects through written messages -on stars, human bodies, everywhere -which the diviners had the task of deciphering. (This was an idea which in turn over thousands of years would flow into the image of 'the book of nature'.) And the identification of prophecy with the deciphering of characters divinely inscribed was reinforced in real life by the pictographic character of this early writing, 'cuneiform'; it too, like divination, conveyed one thing through another. 25 The footprint represents a real animal which has gone past. By comparison with the actuality of the footprint, the pictogram is already a huge advance towards intellectual abstraction. But the capacity for abstract th,ought implied by the introduction of the pictogram is in its turn small indeed beside that required for the transition to a phonetic script. In fact pictographic and phonetic elements survived together in cuneiform writing, just as in the literature of the Mesopotamian diviners gradual intensification of the tendency to generalise from their basic facts did not cancel out their tendency to infer cause from effect.26 This also explains why the language of Mesopotamian divination was infiltrated by technical terms from the law codes, and also the presence in their texts of fragments relating to the study of physiognomy (judging character from appearance) and of medical symptoms (medical semiotics).27
So after a long detour we come back to the questions of symptoms, to medical semiotics -diagnosis from signs or symptoms. We find it in a whole constellation of disciplines (an anachronistic terms of course) with a common character. It might be tempting to distinguish between 'pseudo-sciences' like divination and physiognomy, and 'sciences' like law and medicine, and to explain their differences by the great distance in space and time from the society which we have been discussing. But it would be a superficial explanation. There was a real common ground amongst these Mesopotamian forms of knowledge (if we omit divination through inspiration, which was based on ecstatic possession):28 an approach involving analysis of particular cases, constructed only through traces, symptoms, hints. Again, the Mesopotamian legal texts do not just list laws and ordinances, but discuss a body of actual cases.29 In short, there was a basic model for explanation or divination which could be oriented towards past or present or future, depending on the form of knowledge called upon. Towards future -that was divination proper; towards past, present and future -that was the medical science of symptoms, with its double character, diagnostic, explaining past and present, and prognostic, suggesting the likely future; and towards past -that was jurisprudence, or legal knowledge. But lurking behind this model for explanation or prophecy one glimpses something as old as the human race: the hunter crouched in the mud, examining a quarry's tracks.
The growth of disciplines based on reading the evidence
What we have said so far should explain why a Mesopotamian divination text might include how to diagnose an earlier head wound from a bilateral squint;30 or more generally, the way in which there emerged historically a group of disciplines which all depended on the deciphering of various kinds of signs, from symptoms to writing. Passing on to the civilisations of ancient Greece, we find this group of disciplines changes considerably, with new lines of study developing, like history and philology, and with the newly acquired independence (in terms both of social context and of theoretical approach) of older disciplines like medicine. The body, speech and history were all for the first time subjected to dispassionate investigation which from the start excluded the possibility of divine intervention. This decisive change characterised the culture of the Greek city-states, of which we of course are the heirs. It is less obvious that an important part of this change was played by a model which may be seen as based on symptoms and signs.31 This is clearest in the case of Hippocratic medicine, which based its methods on the central concept of the symptom. (The Greek word was semeion, whence our semiotics.) Followers of Hippocrates argued that just by carefully observing and registering every symptom it was possible to establish precise histories of each disease, even though the disease as an entity would remain intangible. Their insistence on the evidential nature of medicine almost certainly stemmed from the distinction (expounded by the Pythagorean doctor, Alcmeon) between the certainty of divine knowledge, and the provisional, conjectural nature of human knowledge. If reality was not necessarily clear, then by implication it was right to proceed by building up knowledge of the whole from the parts, using the conjectural paradigm which we have been describing, and this was in fact the usual approach in a number of spheres of activity: physicians, historians, politicans, potters, joiners, mariners, hunters, fishermen, and women in general -were held, among others, to be adept in the vast areas of conjectural knowledge.32 Such territory (significantly the domain of the goddess Metis, first wife of Jove, who represented divination by means of water) was marked off with words like 'conjecture', 'judge by the signs' (tekmor, tekmairesthai -Greek words whose meaning shifts interestingly between boundary, sign, pledge, conjecture). But this evidential approach, this semiotic paradigm, continued to be merely implicit -it was completely overshadowed by Plato's theory of knowledge, which held sway in more influential circles and had more prestige.33
Galileo and the new scientific writing
Parts of the Hippocratic writings have a surprisingly defensive tone, suggesting that even in the 5th century BC the fallibility of doctors was already under attack. That this battle is not over is presumably because relations between doctor and patient (especially the inability of the latter to check or control the skills of the former) have in some respects not changed since the time of Hippocrates. But what has changed over these 2,500 years is how the debate is conducted, along with changes in concepts like 'rigour' and 'science'. Here of course the decisive shift is the emergence of a new scientific paradigm, based on (but outliving) Galileian physics. Even if modern physics finds it hard to define Galileian (while not rejecting Galileo), the significance of Galileo (1564-1642) for science in general, both in terms of theory of knowledge (epistemology) and as a symbol, remains undiminished.34 Now it is clear that none -not even medicine -of the disciplines which we have been describing as evidential, conjectural, based on the reading of signs, would meet the criteria of scientific inference essential to the Galileian approach. They were above all concerned with the qualitative, the individual case or situation or document in itself, which meant there was always an element of chance in their results: one need only think of the importance of conjecture (a word whose Latin origin lies in divination)35 in medicine or philology, let alone in prophetic divination. Galileian science was altogether different -it could have taken over the scholastic saying 'individuum est ineffabile' ('we can say nothing about the individual'). Using mathematics and the experimental method involved the need to measure and to repeat phenomena, whereas an individualising approach made the latter impossible and allowed the former only in part. All of which explains why historians have never managed to work out a Galileian method. In the 17th century, on the contrary, the new growth of antiquarian methods among historians indicated indirectly the remote and long-hidden origins of history in the conjectural model. This fact about its source cannot be hidden, in spite of the evercloser bonds linking it to the social sciences. History always remains a science of a very particular kind, irremediably based in the concrete. Historians cannot help sometimes referring back (explicitly or by implication) to comparable series of phenomena; but their strategy for finding things out, like the volumes in which they present their work, is basically about particular cases, whether concerning individuals, or social groups, or whole societies. In this way history is like medicine, which uses disease classifications to analyse the specific illness of a particular patient. And the historian's knowledge, like the doctor's, is indirect, based on signs and scraps of evidence, conjectural.36
But the contrast I have suggested is an over-simplification. Among the 'conjectural' disciplines one -philology, and particularly textual criticism -grew up to be, in some ways at least, atypical. Its objects were defined in the course of a drastic curtailing of what was seen to be relevant. This change within the discipline resulted from two significant turning points: the invention first of writing and then of printing. We know that textual criticism evolved after the first, with the writing down of the Homeric poems, and developed further after the second, when humanist scholars improved on the first hasty printed editions of the classics.37 First the elements related to voice and gesture were discarded as redundant; later the characteristics of handwriting were similarly set aside. The result has been a progressive dematerialisation, or refinement, of texts, a process in which the appeal of the original to our various senses, has been purged away. A text needs to exist in physical form in order to survive; but its identity is not uniquely bound up in that physical form, nor in any one copy. All this seems self-evident to us today, but it is not at all. Take for example the decisive role of the voice in oral literature, or of calligraphy in Chinese poetry, and it becomes clear that this very notion of a 'text' is itself the result of a cultural choice whose significance is incalculable. And the example of China shows that the choice was not an inevitable consequence of printing replacing handwriting, since there the invention of the press did not sever the ties between literary text and calligraphy. (We shall see shortly that historical discussion of pictorial 'texts' raises quite different problems.)
This thoroughly abstract notion of a text explains why textual criticism, even while remaining to a large degree divinatory, could (and during the 19th century did) emerge as rigorously scientific.38 The radical decision to exclude all but the reproducible (in writing, or, after Gutenberg, in print) features of a text made it possible, even while dealing with individual examples, to avoid the qualitative, that prime hazard of the humanities. It is surely significant that Galileo, while laying the foundations of modern natural science by a similarly drastic conceptual reduction, himself turned to philology. The traditional mediaeval comparison between world and book assumed that both lay open ready to be read. Galileo emphasised, however, that 'we cannot hope to understand the philosophy written in this great book standing open before our eyes (and by this I mean the universe) unless we learn first to understand its language and to know the characters written there', that is, 'triangles, circles, and other geometric figures'.39 For the natural philosopher, as for the philologist, the text is an entity, deep and invisible, to be reconstructed through and beyond the available sense data: 'figures, numbers and movements, but not smells or tastes or sounds, which cannot be separated from the living animal except as mere words'.40
Galileo here set the natural sciences firmly on a path they never left, which led away from anthropocentrism and anthropomorphism (from an approach explaining everything in relation to human beings), and continued to widen the gap between the fields of knowledge. Certainly there could be no greater contrast than between the Galileian physicist, professionally deaf to sounds and forbidden to taste or smell, and the physician of the same period, who ventured his diagnosis after listening to a wheezy chest, or sniffing faeces, or tasting urine.
A seventeenth-century connoisseur and physician; problems of identity One such physician was Giulio Mancini, from Siena, chief medical man to Urbano VIII (Pope from 1623 to 1644). It does not seem that he knew Galileo well, but the two did probably meet, since they moved in the same circles in Rome, from the Papal Court to the Lincei Academy,* and had common friends, from Federico Cesi to Giovanni Ciampoli to Giovanni Faber. A vivid sketch of Mancini by Nicio Eritreo, alias Gian Vittorio Rossi, describes his atheism, his extraordinary diagnostic skill (detailed in words straight out of the divinatory texts), and his interest in meeting anyone with a reputation for great intelligence.4' Mancini wrote a book called Alcune considerazioni appartenenti alla pittura come di diletto di un gentilhuomo nobile e come introduttione a quello che si deve dire (Some considerations concerning painting as an amusement for a noble gentleman, and introducing what needs to be said), which had a wide circulation in manuscript.42 As its title says, it was aimed at noble amateurs rather than at painters -at those dilettanti who in ever greater numbers flocked to the Pantheon for the annual exhibition of paintings old and new.43 Certainly the most original part of Mancini's Considerazioni is that devoted to 'the recognition of paintings', which sets out a method for identifying fakes, for telling originals from copies, and so on." This would never have been written before. So this first attempt to establish connoisseurship, as it was to be called a century later, was made by a doctor famous for his brilliant diagnoses, who on visiting a patient 'could divine' (divinabat) with one rapid glance the seat of the disease.45 We may surely see more than coincidence in this double skill, in his combination of the doctor's and the connoisseur's perceptions.
But before examining Mancini's views more closely, we should go into an assumption shared by him, the gentlemen he wrote for, and ourselves. It is an assumption not declared, since (wrongly) it is taken to be obvious: it is that between a canvas by Raphael and any copy of it (painted, engraved, or today photographed) there is an ineradicable difference. The implications of this for the market -that a painting is by definition unique, impossible to repeat46 -are plain, and they are connected with the emergence of the connoisseur. But the assumption arises from a cultural choice which must not pass unremarked, especially as a different one was made in the case of written texts. (The presumed eternal worth of the paintings or writings is not part of this argument.) We have already seen how historical developments gradually stripped the written text of features not considered relevant. In the case of paintings this denuding has not taken place (so far at least). This is why we think that while manuscript or printed copies of Orlando Furioso can exactly reproduce the text Ariosto intended, a copy of a Raphael portrait never can. 47 The differing status of the copy in painting and in literature explains why Mancini could not make use of the techniques of criticism when developing the methods of the connoisseur, though he was basically establishing an analogy between the act of painting and the act of writing. But because he started with this analogy, he had to turn for help to other disciplines, which were still taking shape.
Mancini's first problem concerned the dating of paintings. To do this, he said, you had to acquire 'a certain experience in recognising the painting of particular periods, just as antiquarians and librarians have for scripts, so that they can tell when something was written.' The allusion to recognising scripts almost certainly refers to whether the hand of the master can be detected, especially where it would take much effort to sustain the imitation, as in hair, beards or eyes. Curls and waves of hair, if they are to be reproduced exactly, are very laborious to do; this will show in the painting, and if the copyist fails to get them right they will lack the perfection of the master's version. And these parts of a painting are like strokes of the pen and flourishes in handwriting, which need the master's sure and resolute touch. The same care should be taken to look for particularly bold or brilliant strokes, which the master throws off with an assurance that cannot be matched; for instance in the folds and glints of drapes, which may have more to do with the master's bold imagination than with the truth of how they actually hung.50
So the parallel between painting and writing, which Mancini has already made in various contexts, is here given a new twist, and one which previously had only been hinted at, in a work by the architect Filarete (see below), which Mancini may not have known.51 The analogy is reinforced by the use of technical terms current in contemporary treatises on writing, like 'boldness', 'strokes', 'flourishes'.52 Even the dwelling on speed has the same origin: with new bureaucratic developments an elegant cursive legal hand needed also to be fast if it were to succeed in the copyists' market. In general, the stress Mancini placed on decorative features is evidence of careful attention to the characteristics of handwriting models prevalent in Italy in the late 16th and early 17th centuries.53 Studying how letters were formed led him to conclude that the master's touch could most confidently be identified in parts of the painting which (i) were swiftly executed, and (ii) tended not to be close representations of the real thing (details of hair, draperies whose folds had 'more to do with the master's bold imagination than with the truth of how they actually hung'). We shall come back to the rich implications of these two points, which Mancini This decreasing level of scientific content reinforces the argument that the real difficulty in applying the Galileian model lay in the degree to which a discipline was concerned with the individual. The more central were features to do with the individual, the more impossible it became to construct a body of rigorously scientific knowledge. Of course the decision to ignore individual features would not of itself guarantee that the methods of mathematics and physics indispensable to adopting the Galileian model were actually going to be applied, but on the other hand it would not exclude them altogether.
Scientific generalisation versus the particular
At this point, then, there were two possible approaches: to sacrifice understanding of the individual element in order to achieve a more or less rigorous and more or less mathematical standard of generalisation; or to try to develop, however tentatively, an alternative model based on an understanding of the individual which would (in some way yet to be worked out) be scientific. The first approach was that taken by the natural sciences, and only much later on by the so-called human or social sciences. The reason is obvious. The likelihood of obliterating individual features relates directly to the emotional distance of the observer. Filarete, in a page of his Trattato di architettura (Treatise on Architecture), after arguing that it is impossible to build two completely identical buildings, since whatever the first impression there would always be differences of detail (just as 'Tartar snouts all look the same, or Ethiopian ones all black, but when you look more carefully they are all different as well as alike'), goes on to admit that there are 'some creatures which are so alike, as with flies, ants, worms, frogs, and many fish, that they cannot be told apart'.54 So for a European architect, the slight differences between two (European) buildings were important, those between Tartar or Ethiopian faces were not, and those between two worms or two ants simply didn't exist. A Tartar architect, an Ethiopian unversed in architecture, or an ant would rank things differently. Knowledge based on making individualising distinctions is always anthropocentric, ethnocentric, and liable to other specific bias. Of course even animals or minerals or plants can be examined for their individual properties, for instance in the context of divination;55 especially with cases which show abnormalities. But in the first decades of the 17th century the influence of the Galileian model (even where not direct) would lead towards study of the typical rather than the exceptional, towards a general understanding of the workings of nature rather than particularistic, conjectural knowledge. In April 1625 a calf with two heads was born near Rome. The naturalists from the Lincei Academy took an interest. It was the subject of a discussion amongst a group in the Vatican Belvedere Gardens: it included Giovanni Faber, the Academy's secretary, and Giovanni Ciampoli (both, as we have noted, friends of Galileo), Mancini, Cardinal Agostino Vegio, and Pope Urbano VIII. Their first question was whether the two-headed calf should count as one animal or as two. For the physicians, the feature distinguishing the individual was the brain; for followers of Aristotle, the heart.56 As Mancini was the only physician present, we may assume that Faber's report of the physicians' standpoint brings us the echo of his contribution. In spite of his astrological interests57 he considered the specific character of the monster-birth with the object not of revealing the future, but of arriving at a more accurate definition of what was normal -and therefore repeatable -for the individual of the species. Mancini will have examined the anatomy of the two-headed calf with the same close attention he customarily gave to paintings. But that is where the analogy with the connoisseur must stop. To some extent a figure like Mancini represents the point of contact between the divinatory approach (in his activities as diagnostician and connoisseur), and the generalising model (as anatomist and naturalist). But he also encapsulates the differences between them. Contrary to what it might seem, the dissection of the calf so precisely described by Faber, with the tiny incisions made so as to reveal the internal organs of the creature,58 was done with the aim of establishing not the 'character' peculiar to that particular animal, but 'the common character' (turning from history to natural history) of the species as a whole. It was a continuation and refinement of the tradition of natural history -founded by Aristotle. Sight, symbolised by the sharp eye of the lynxes in the crest of Federico Cesi's Lincei Academy, was the central organ in these disciplines, which were not allowed the extrasensory eye of mathematics.59
The human sciences -anchored in the qualitative These included -apparently at least -the human or social sciences (as we would define them today). This might be expected, perhaps, if only because of their stubborn anthropocentrism, which we have already illustrated in the graphic quotation from Filarete. But there were attempts to apply the mathematical method even to the study of human phenomena.60 It is not surprising that the first and most successful of these concerned political arithmetic, and took as its subject the most pre-determined -biologically speaking -of human activities: birth, procreation and death. This drastically exclusive focus permitted rigorous investigation; and at the same time satisfied the military or fiscal purposes of absolute states, whose interest, given the limits of their operations, was entirely in numbers. But if the patrons of the new science, statistics, were not interested in qualitative as opposed to quantitative factors, this did not mean that it was totally cut off from the world of what we have been calling the conjectural (or divinatory) disciplines. Calculations concerning probability (as in the title of Bernoulli's classic The Art of Conjecture(Ars Conjectandi, 1713, posthumous)), tried to give rigorous mathematical formulation to the same problems as -in a totally different way -had been tackled by conjecture and divination.6' Still, the group of human sciences remained firmly anchored in the qualitative-though not without misgiving, especially in the case of medicine. Although progress had been made, its methods still seemed uncertain, its results unpredictable. Such a text as The Certitude of Medicine, by the French ideologue Cabanis, which appeared at the end of the 18th century,62 admitted this lack of rigour, while at the same time insisting that medicine was nevertheless scientific in its own way. There seem to have been two basic reasons for medicine's lack of certainty. In the first place, descriptions of particular diseases which were adequate for their theoretical classification were not necessarily adequate in practice, since a disease could present itself differently in each patient. In the second place, knowledge of a disease always remained indirect and conjectural: the secrets of the living body were always, by definition, out of reach. Once dead of course it could be dissected, but how did one make the leap from the corpse, irreversably changed by death, to the characteristics of the living individual?63 Recognising this double difficulty inevitably meant admitting that even the efficacy of medical procedures could not be proved. Finally, the proper rigour of the natural sciences could never be achieved by medicine, because of its inability to quantify (except in some purely auxiliary aspects); the inability to quantify stemmed from the impossibility of eliminating the qualitative, the individual; and the impossibility of eliminating the individual resulted from the fact that the human eye is more sensitive to even slight differences between human beings than it is to differences between rocks or leaves. The discussions on the uncertainty of medicine provided early formulations of what were to be the central epistemological problems in the human sciences.
The expropriation of common knowledge
Between the lines of Cabanis's book there shines through an impatience which is not hard to understand. In spite of the more or less justified objections to its methods which could be made, medicine for all that remained a science which received full social recognition. But not all the conjectural disciplines fared so well in this period. Some, like connoisseurship, of fairly recent origin, held an ambiguous position on the borders of the acknowledged disciplines. Others, more embedded in daily practice, were kept well outside. The ability to tell an unhealthy horse from the state of its hooves, a storm coming up from a shift in the wind, or unfriendly intentions from the shadow in someone's expression, would certainly not be learnt from treatises on the care of horses, or on weather, or on psychology. In each case these kinds of knowledge -of lore -were richer than any written authority on the subject; they had been learnt not from books but from listening, from doing, from watching; their subtleties could scarcely be given formal expression -they might not even be reducible to words; they might be a particular heritage, or they might belong to men and women of any class. A fine common thread connected them: they were all born of experience, of the concrete and individual. That concrete quality was both the strength of this kind of knowledge, and its limit -it could not make use of the powerful and terrible tool of abstraction. 64 From time to time attempts would be made to write down some part of this lore, locally-rooted but without known origin or record or history,65 to fit it into a strait-jacket of terminological precision. This usually constricted and impoverished it. One need only think of the gulf separating the rigid and schematic treatises of physiognomy (judging character or mood from the appearance) from its perceptive and flexible practice by a lover or a horse-dealer or a card-player. It was perhaps only with medicine that the codifying and recording of conjectural lore produced a real enrichment; but the story of the relation between official and popular medicine has still to be written. In the course of the 18th century things changed. In a real cultural offensive the bourgeoisie appropriated more and more of the traditional lore of artisans and peasants, some of it conjectural, some not; they organised and recorded it, and at the same time intensified the massive process of cultural invasion which had already begun, I saw in the sand the tracks of an animal, and I judged without difficulty that it was a small dog. Long shallow furrows across mounds in the sand, between the pawprints, told me that it was a female with sagging teats, who had therefore recently given birth ... 71 In these lines and in those which follow lies the embryo of the detective story. They inspired Poe and Gaboriau directly, and perhaps indirectly Conan Doyle. 72 The extraordinary success of the detective story is well-known; we shall return to some of the reasons for it. But for the moment it is worth remarking that it is based on a cognitive model which is at once very ancient and very new. We have already discussed its ancient roots. For its modern elements we shall quote Cuvier's praise in 1834 for the methods and successes of the new science of palaeontology:
Today, someone who sees the print of a cloven hoof can conclude that the animal which left the print was a ruminative one, and this conclusion is as certain as any that can be made in physics or moral philosophy. This single track therefore tells the observer about the kind of teeth, the kind of jaws, the haunches, the shoulder, and the pelvis of the animal which has passed: it is more certain evidence than all Zadig's clues.73
More certain perhaps, but of a very comparable kind. The name of Zadig came to stand for so much that in 1880 Thomas Huxley, in a series of lectures aimed at publicising the discoveries of Darwin, defined as 'Zadig's method' the procedure common to history, archaeology, geology, physical astronomy and palaeontology: that is, the making of retrospective predictions. These disciplines, being deeply concerned with historical development, could scarcely avoid falling back on the conjectural or divinatory model (Huxley indeed made explicit reference to prophecy directed towards the past),74 and abandoning the Galileian model. When causes cannot be repeated, there is no alternative but to infer them from their effects.
USES OF THE CONJECTURAL MODEL
Its complex character
This inquiry may be compared to following the threads in a piece of weaving. We have now reached the point where they can be seen to make a composite whole, a homogeneous and closely woven cloth. To check the coherence of the pattern we cast an eye along different lines. Vertically, this gives us the sequence Serendippo -ZadigPoe-Gaboriau-Conan Doyle. Horizontally: the juxtaposition at the beginning of the 18th century by Dubos, the literary critic, in order of increasing reliability, of medicine, connoisseurship, and identification through handwriting.75 Last, diagonally -passing from one historical context to another: like Gaboriau's detective hero, Monsieur Lecocq, who felt he was crossing 'an unknown territory, covered with snow', marked with the tracks of the criminal, like 'a vast white page on which the people we are searching for have left not only footprints and traces of movements but also the prints of their innermost thoughts, the hopes and fears by which they are. stirred' ,76 here we see filing past us the authors of treatises on physiognomy, Babylonian seers intent on reading the messages written in heaven and earth, and neolithic hunters.
The cloth is the paradigm which we have summoned up from way back, out of various contexts -hunting, divining, conjectural, or semiotic. These are obviously not synonyms, but alternative descriptions, which nevertheless refer back to a common epistemological model, worked out for a number of disciplines, themselves often linked by borrowed methods or key words. Now between the 18th and the 19th Iistory Workshop Journal century, with the emergence of the 'human sciences', the constellation of conjectural disciplines changed profoundly: new stars were born, which (like phrenology)77 were soon to fall, or which (like paleontology) would achieve great things, but above all it was medicine which confirmed its high status, both socially and in the standing of its theory. It became the reference point, explicit or by implication, of all the human sciences. But what area of medicine? Around the middle of the 18th century two alternatives became visible: the anatomical model, and the semiotic. The metaphor of 'the anatomy of the state', used in a critical passage by Marx,78 expresses the aspiration for a system of knowledge, at a time when the last great system of philosophy -Hegelianism -was already crumbling. But in spite of the great success of Marxism, the human sciences ended up by more and more accepting (with an important exception which we shall come to) the conjectural paradigm of semiotics. And here we return to the Morelli-Freud-Conan Doyle triad where we began.
From nature to culture
So far we have been using the term conjectural paradigm.(and its variants) broadly. It is time to take it to pieces. It is one thing to analyse footprints, stars, faeces (animal or human), colds, corneas, pulses, snow-covered fields or dropped cigarette ash; and another to analyse writing or painting or speech. The distinction between nature (inanimate or living) and culture is fundamental -certainly much more important than the far more superficial and changeable distinctions between disciplines. Now Morelli's idea was to trace out within a culturally determined sign-system the conventions of painting, signs which like symptoms (and like most clues) were produced involuntarily. Not just that: in these involuntary signs, in the 'tiny details -a calligrapher would call them flourishes' such as the 'favourite words and phrases' which 'most people, whether talking or writing, make use of without meaning to and without noticing that they do so', Morelli located the most certain clue to artistic identity.79 Thus Morelli inherited (even if indirectly)80 and developed the methodological principles formulated so long before by his predecessor, Giulio Mancini. The time at which these principles came after so long to fruition was perhaps not altogether random. It coincided with the emergence of an increasingly clear tendency for state power to impose a close-meshed net of control on society, and once again the method used, as we shall see, involved attributing identity through characteristics which were trivial and beyond conscious control.
Identification of the individual in society
Every society needs to distinguish its members, but the ways of meeting this need vary with p;lace and time.81 There is, first of all, the name; but the more complex the society, the less satisfactorily a name can represent the individual's identity without confusion. In Egypt during the Graeco-Roman period, for instance, a man who came to a notary wanting to get married or to carry out some financial transaction would have to set down not only his name but also brief details of his appearance, including any scars or other particular marks.82 But even so the chances of mistake or of fraudulent impersonation remained high. By comparison, a signature at the bottom of a contract was much better: at the end of the 18th century the abbot Lanzi, in a passage of his Storiapittorica (History of Painting) which discussed the methods of the connoisseur, maintained that the impossibility of imitating handwriting was intended by nature for the 'security' of 'civil society' (that is to say bourgeois society).83 Even signatures could of course be faked; and above all, they provided no check on the illiterate. But in spite of these shortcomings, European societies over centuries felt no need for rwore reliable or practical means of identification -not even when large-scale industrial development, the social and geographical mobility which it produced, and the rapid growth of vast urban concentrations had completely changed the fundamentals of the problem. But in this kind of society it was child's play to cover one's tracks and reappear with a new identity -and not only in London or Paris. Yet it was only in the last decades of the 19th century that new systems of identification -competing with each other -began to be put forward. This followed on contemporary developments in class struggle: the setting up of an international workers' association, the repression of working-class opposition after the Paris Commune, and refinements in the definition of crime.
In England from about 1720 onwards,84 in the rest of Europe (with the Napoleonic code) a century or so later, the emergence of capitalist relations of production led to a transformation of the law, bringing it into line with new bourgeois concepts of property, and introducing a greater number of punishable offences and punishment of more severity. Class struggle was increasingly brought within the range of criminality, and at the same time as a new prison system was built up, longer sentences were imposed.85 But prison produces criminals. In France the number of further offences was rising steadily from 1870, and towards the end of the century was about half of all cases brought to trial. 86 The problem of identifying previous offenders, which developed in these years, was the bridgehead of a more or less conscious project of keeping a complete and general check on the whole of society. 
Understanding society through clues
But that same conjectural paradigm, in this case used to develop still more sophisticated controls over the individual in society, also holds the potential for understanding society. In a social structure of ever-increasing complexity like that of advanced capitalism, befogged by ideological murk, any claim to systematic knowledge appears as a flight of foolish fancy. To acknowledge this is not to abandon the idea of totality. On the contrary; the existence of a deep connection which explains superficial phenomena can be confirmed when it is acknowledged that direct knowledge of such a connection is impossible. Reality is opaque; but there are certain points -clues, signs -which allow us to decipher it. This idea, which is at the heart of the conjectural or semiotic paradigm, has made itself a place in a wide range of intellectual contexts, most deeply affecting the human sciences. Minute But is rigour compatible with the conjectural paradigm? The quantitative and antianthropocentric direction taken by the natural sciences since Galileo has posed an awkward dilemma for human sciences: should they achieve significant results from a scientifically weak position, or should they put themselves in a strong scientific position but get meagre results? Only linguistics has succeeded (during the course of this century) in escaping this dilemma, and so offers itself as a model for other disciplines, which to a greater or less extent they have followed.
But the doubt creeps in as to whether this kind of rigour is not perhaps anyway both unattainable and undesirable, because of the form taken by the knowledge most closely bound up with everyday experience -or to be more precise, with every context in which the unique and irreplaceable character of its components seems critical to those involved. It was once said that falling in love meant over-valuing the tiny ways in which one woman, or one man, differed from others. This could of course be extended to works of art or to horses. 106 In such contexts the elastic rigour (to use a contradictory phrase) of the conjectural paradigm seems impossible to eliminate. It's a matter of kinds of knowledge which tend to be unspoken, whose rules, as we have said, do not easily lend themselves to being formally articulated or even spoken aloud. Nobody learns how to be a connoisseur or a diagnostician simply by applying the rules. With this kind of knowledge there are factors in play which cannot be measured: a whiff, a glance, an intuition. Until now we have carefully avoided this tricky word, intuition. But if it is going to be used, as another way of describing the instantaneous running through of the thought process, then we must make a distinction between low intuition and high. Ancient Arab physiognomy was based on 'firasa': a complex notion which generally speaking meant the capacity to leap from the known to the unknown by inference (on the basis of clues). 107 The term was taken from the vocabulary of Sufi philosophy; it came to be used both for mystic intuition, and for the kinds of penetrating shrewdness which were attributed to the sons of the king of Serendippo. 108 In this second sense, 'firasa' is neither more nor less than the organ of conjectural 
